Case Study
When team synchrony saves
the day
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Background

Our partner* is a company that has developed a massive
eCommerce application for wholesale medical supplies,
serving companies like Google and Walmart. During
Covid-19, our partner was overwhelmed with processing
large volumes of orders while simultaneously developing
new custom features of the platform for some of its
clients.
Over time, the eCommerce application required the use of
various technologies. As a result, it has grown too complex
and cluttered, hindering the promised features'
development. The company was also short on
programmers, and deadlines were right around the corner
to weigh down the situation.

Partner* - at Dreamix, we call our clients partners, as we work on
sustainable, long-term projects.
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The Challenge

The company urgently needed a reliable IT partner who could join
the project and immediately take over some development work to
ensure delivery within the deadline.
The partner requested three developers in Dot Net from Dreamix to
join their team. Unfortunately, the tech stack has become too
complex, thus interfering with the business needs of our partner.

Deadline: 4 months
Dreamix developers: 3
Features to develop:
Develop custom white-labelled order pages for clients like
Verizon and Google
Extend clients’ portal used by healthcare professionals
Improve clients’ internal applications for managing the
ordering process, patient health data and user management
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How We Work

"At Dreamix, we do not use the word
'client'. We have Partners for projects that
are top-notch, long-term and sustainable.
This is why both our partners' and
employees' retention rate is 95%."

Angel Gruev, CTO at Dreamix

Methodology
The team initiated and successfully transitioned the methodology
from Scrum to Kanban, which streamlined the flow of new requests
and increased speed and productivity.

The Process
Synchrony among the team members of both parties was crucial to
accomplishing the project within the required deadline. The Dreamix
team achieved that thanks to:

The seniority of
expertise
Dreamix experts are with
7+ years of experience,
and it only took them
two weeks for full
onboarding. During the
third week, they were
already helping on a side
project of our partner’s
and simultaneously
working on the new
custom features.

Commitment

Communication

Our developers' strong
commitment helps
them enter new projects
confidently, understand
both tech and business
requirements at the
required speed, and be
proactive.

Our team's friendly yet
professional attitude
ensures seamless
communication,
transparency and an
easy-going working
atmosphere.
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The Outcome

The outcome
In four months, the Dreamix team of three solved all of its
partner's challenges and successfully completed the project by:
Improving the ordering process, user management and patient
data
Developing three custom features using 9 software technologies

Technologies and languages
ASP.NET MVC 5, ASP.NET Core, SQL Server, Angular 13, .NET 6, SQL Server,
TypeScript, Amazon Web Services, AWS Cognito
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Let's Talk Business

Do you need a hand with your software
product or service? Contact our team,
and we will help you out!
Let us talk!
Dreamix Ltd.
Bulgaria, Sofia 1113, 15-17 Tintyava str.
+359 884 116 309
office@dreamix.eu

